A higher education, technical and business training centre with the following courses:

- Net of Kindergartens
- Early childhood education
  Primary education
  Secondary education
- Lower secondary education
  Upper secondary education
- Vocational Training
  Bachelor degrees
  Post graduate degrees
  Senior University
  Occupational Training
  Language School
- Entrepreneurship and innovation lab
- Employment and self employment
  Consultancy and research
  Equity and CSR
  Research on Social Economy
> Network of 15 Preschools, throughout the Valencian Community.
> Authorised and funded by the Ministry of Education.
> All our schools fulfill facility, equipment and personnel requirements.
> Over 1600 places for children between 0 and 3 years of age.
> With innovative facilities ➔ built according to pedagogical criteria that are compatible with the learning spaces of each age.
New initiatives:

Cooperative Schools Model which combines a clear vocation and commitment to public service, and a participative and democratic management style.

Educational Model - Xúquer Educational Centre-Florida

who we are?
MISSION
become a prestigious educational centre in the Ribera Alta region

THROUGH
innovation and educational quality

OFFERING
plurilingual, inclusive and entreprising training

as integral training for its students

who we are?
Students per year: 5,200
Buildings: 22
Area: 56,887 m²
Partner companies: +8,000
Turnover: 17M. €
Employees: 393
Cooperative partners: 232
Founded in 1977
In Florida we have made a selective investment in the implementation of **Quality Management Systems**

And thus,

in the consolidation of a culture geared to **continuous improvement** and the satisfaction of those using our centre’s services.
**Florida** begins a line of work in the area of Equal Opportunities and also guarantees that Florida Educational Group benefit from this premise.

Florida received the “Intelligent Companies Prize” from the Valencian Government.

**COMMITMENT TO EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES**
The FLORIDA experience is

> COOPERATIVE
> EDUCATIONAL
> IN TOUCH WITH ITS ENVIRONMENT
OUR MISSION

A PERSON’S TRAINING

Fostering their skills in:

- initiative
- autonomy
- personal development

...to achieve an appropriate social and professional placement

FLORIDA COOPERATIVE
Our PRINCIPLES and VALORS

- QUALITY
- INTERCOOPERATION
- DIALOGUE
- OPEN ATTITUDE TO CHANGE
- BALANCE
- TOLERANCE
- GENERATION OF WEALTH AND ITS REINVESTMENT
- RETRAINING PERMANENT STAFF
- SOLIDARITY
- BELIEVING IN PEOPLE
- CREATIVITY AT WORK
- CO-RESPONSIBILITY
- RESPECT
- DIVERSITY
- COMMITMENT
- OVERCOMING PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION

FLORIDA COOPERATIVE
The FLORIDA experience is

> COOPERATIVE
> EDUCATIONAL
> IN TOUCH WITH ITS ENVIRONMENT
Training Choices

Florida
Grup Educatiu

Florida
Grup Educatiu

LIFELONG LEARNING

Florida
Secundària

Florida
Universitària

UNIVERSITAT DELS MAJORS

Florida
Universitària

EDUCATIONAL FLORIDA

Florida
Grup Educatiu
EDUCATIONAL FLORIDA

- Active learning
- Professional Placement and connection with the world of work
- Integral Assessment
- Internationalisation
FLORIDA SECONDARY SCHOOL

State subsidised centre

objective

Offer quality, integrative and inclusive teaching.

COURSES

SECONDARY

1ST STAGE

2ND STAGE

A-LEVEL / BACCALAUREATE

HUMANITIES + SOCIAL SCIENCES

TECHNICAL SCIENCES

EDUCATIONAL FLORIDA
Our educational project is organised according to the **four basic dimensions** peoples’ learning is made up of:

**Learn to know:** fact, concepts, ideas.

**Learn to do:** basic skills, techniques, processes.

**Learn to be:** Maturity, effort, social skills.

**Learn to coexist:** respect, friendship, cooperation.
It **fosters** the development of **entrepreneurial attitudes** among its students

With the objective of facilitating the **professional placement** of its students
Training Courses

EDUCATION
- Early Childhood education
- Early Childhood education Online

BUSINESS
- MKT & Advertising
- Sales & Commercial Spaces Management
- Business Administration & Finances (DUAL training)

ENGINEERING
- Automation & Industrial Robotics
- Industrial Mechatronics

SANITY
- Prosthetic audiology Online

SPORT
- Management of sport activities in natural environments
- Animation of Physical & Sports Activities

ICT
- Micro computing systems and networks
- Computer Network Systems Management
- Multi-platform Applications Development
- Development of Web Applications
- 3D animations, games and interactive environments

TOURISM
- Tourism + Travel agency School
- Tourism + International Hospitality Management

BACHELOR
- Early Childhood Education Teacher Training
- Primary Education Teacher Training
- Administration & Business Management + Digital Business
- Entrepreneurial Leadership & Innovation (LEINN)
- Mechanical Engineering
- Industrial Electronics & Automation Engineering

POSTGRADUATE
- Master in Innovation & Project Development
- Master in Restaurant and Hotel F&B Management
- Master in Art for Video Games
- Industrial MBA
- Master of Arts in Secondary Education Teaching

EDUCATIONAL FLORIDA
A new journey starts…

Degree in Entrepreneurial Leadership and Innovation (LEINN)

TEAM LEARNING COOPERATIVES

- Finland education
- Learning by doing
- Team
- Learning journeys
MASTER IN ART FOR VIDEO GAMES

FLORIDA UNIVERSITY
Valencia Lab is an innovation laboratory.

A learning and interactive space which generates entrepreneurship and innovation.

WHERE KNOWLEDGE MEETS OPPORTUNITY
DEPARTMENTS AND SERVICES

Florida Campus is an opportunity generating space, a training centre for personal and professional growth and where you can find the following:

- CRAI
- Innovation Center
- Career orientation and placement centre
- Self Study Language Centre
- Entrepreneurial Assessment
- Internationals Grants

EDUCATIONAL FLORIDA
The FLORIDA experience is

> COOPERATIVE
> EDUCATIONAL
> IN TOUCH WITH ITS ENVIRONMENT
Florida participates in several sectorial and business associations. Create and **consolidate alliances** with entities it shares values and interests with.
Agreements with entities

- Foundations University - Business
- Unions
- Professional Colleges
- Technological institutes REDIT
- Financial Entities

In touch with its environment
Relationship with companies and collaborating entities in work placements and employment bureau.

+ 8,000 entities

On an INTERNATIONAL level:
- More than 240 entities
- 22 Erasmus Agreements
- 30 different countries Europe, Latin America.
- Over 50 European projects in educational innovation, management innovation and social economy

IN TOUCH WITH ITS ENVIRONMENT
Europa, China and:

- ARGENTINA
- BRAZIL
- CHILE
- COLOMBIA
- MEXICO
- PARAGUAY
- PERÚ
- VENEZUELA

IN TOUCH WITH ITS ENVIRONMENT
Thanks for your attention!

96 122 03 80
info@florida.es
www.florida.es